[The serological exam for the human immunodeficiency virus (HIV) as part of the premarital exams].
Due to the presence of the acquired immune deficiency syndrome (AIDS), it has been frequently stated, by several segments of the society, that mandatory human immunodeficiency virus (HIV) testing as premarital requirement is useful for AIDS prevention. The usefulness of these tests among general population are discussed, as well as some problems for its eventual implementation, concluding that this screening procedure is impractical, inefficient and expensive as a public health measure. The overall HIV prevalence in Mexico is very low (4 per 10,000), therefore, a person from this population with a positive screening test, has a slight chance of being truly infected (16%), in other words, screening tests have a low positive predictive value in general population. Conversely, having a negative screening test, predicts this state accurately (negative predictive value greater than 99%). Several problems arise when HIV screening tests are applied: logistics, for example avoidance of the tests, economic, ethic, and human rights problems, among others. It is concluded that mandatory HIV screening tests are not cost-efficient and that there are other options, for instance education, which would imply better changes for HIV prevention.